1. ABSTRACT

Overuse tendinopathy remains a major clinical burden for sports medicine and general practitioners. Recent studies have highlighted the role of sensory and autonomic nerves in generating or perpetuating the symptoms and tissue abnormalities associated with tendinopathy. We outline the neuroanatomy and potential roles of nerves and associated neuropeptides in tendinopathy. In addition, intriguing new data is reviewed which suggests that there may be a substantial intrinsic source of neuropeptides within tendons – namely, the tenocytes themselves. The potential roles of Substance P and mast cells are highlighted in particular. We discuss the implications for conservative management including sclerosing injections and exercise training.

2. INTRODUCTION

Tendinopathy is a clinical syndrome of tendon pain and thickening. In most patients, tendinopathy present gradually following periods of overuse, with most demonstrating long-standing symptoms recalcitrant to traditional therapies (e.g. non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, corticosteroids) (1-3). The underlying histology is best characterized as a “failed healing” response, with ongoing, unsuccessful attempts by the tendon to restore the normal tissue structure (4,5). Whether the initiating event is due to collagen fibril and microvessel failure, or to load-induced responses in tenocytes on the other, remains a subject of debate (6,7). However, the chronic pathological changes in the tendon and paratendon can be substantial and include an aberrant increase of microvessels and...
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Figure 1. Working model of tendinopathy. The underlying histopathology and chemical environment suggest an ongoing attempt to repair the tendon, with involvement of neurovascular ingrowth and local delivery of neuropeptides such as Substance P. Successful therapies may exploit the ability of neuropeptides to further increase blood flow to the tissue, thereby promoting the resolution of healing and regression of excessive neurovascular elements.

sensory nerves, abnormal quality and accelerated remodeling of the extracellular matrix, and increased local metabolism with excessive lactate production (8-12).

There is encouraging new evidence that novel conservative treatments may stimulate a healing response in tendons, and promote resolution of symptoms (Figure 1). These new strategies include heavy-load eccentric exercise, sclerosing injections and nitric oxide therapy. Interestingly, two of these treatments (exercise and sclerosing injections) result in an acute increase in tendon blood flow (above and beyond the baseline blood flow seen in painful tendons), followed in many instances by gradual normalization of tendon structure (13-16). Nitric oxide, a potent vasodilator (17), may have a similar effect.

Given the importance of blood flow in tendinopathy and its management, increasing attention is being paid to the role of the tendon’s microvessels and their accompanying innervation. In particular, tendon vasculature is associated with autonomic nerves that may regulate blood flow, as well as sensory nerves that are strongly implicated as a source of tendon pain (11,18,19).

We outline the neuroanatomy and potential roles of nerves and associated neuropeptides in tendinopathy. In addition, intriguing new data in support of a primary role for tenocytes in tendinopathy suggests that there may be a substantial intrinsic source of neuropeptides within tendons – namely, the tenocytes themselves. We also discuss the implications for conservative management.

3. NORMAL TENDON SENSORY INNERVATION

Tendons are sparsely innervated as the majority of sensory and autonomic nerves run in close proximity to the vascular supply in the paratendon and endotendon (11,18,20). Extensive studies of patellar, Achilles and extensor carpi radialis brevis tendon innervation have recently been conducted (11,18,20). In all the tendons examined, a general nerve marker (protein gene product /PGP 9.5) has demonstrated that the paratendinous tissue is well supplied with nerve fibres and fascicles. Many of these nerves are closely adjacent to arteries and arterioles (21). To a lesser extent, PGP 9.5 is also present in nerve fibres and fascicles within the tendon proper itself, i.e. not associated with vessels (11,20,22).

Many of the nerves in the paratendon can be identified as sensory types (displaying immunoreactivity for Substance P (SP) and Calcitonin Gene Related Peptide (CGRP)) (18). The same is true in the tendon proper, but again to a much lesser extent (18). At a finer level of detail, all four types of sensory nerve endings have been identified within human tendons, including Ruffini corpuscles, Vater-Pacini corpuscles, Golgi tendon organs, and free nerve endings or pain receptors (23).

4. NORMAL TENDON AUTONOMIC INNERVATION

Autonomic innervation is heavily implicated in the dynamic regulation of tendon blood flow during exercise (24). The human tendon nerve supply demonstrates sympathetic markers including tyrosine hydroxylase and neuropeptide Y (11). Acetylcholine esterase reactions have also been identified in fine nerve fibers associated with small blood vessels in the patellar and Achilles tendons, demonstrating the existence of a parasympathetic innervation (20). Acetylcholine is well known as a vasodilator, while sympathetic neuropeptides mediate vasoconstriction. Indeed, tendon blood vessels
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Figure 2. Sensory nerve ingrowth in injured Achilles tendon (T). (A) Note numerous positive fibres (arrows) in association with vessels (V) as well as free nerve endings. Rat tendon stained with antisera to a sensory marker (CGRP). Reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons (36). (B, C) Human control (B) and tendinopathy (C) showing increased presence of Substance P-positive nerve fibres adjacent to a vessel in tendinopathy. Reproduced with permission from BMJ Publishing group (19).

5. OPIOID SYSTEM IN PARATENDON NERVES

A single study in the rat Achilles tendon has demonstrated the presence of an endogenous opioid system via radioimmunoassay, immunohistochemistry and in vitro naloxone binding assays (26). Enkephalins were localized exclusively in the paratendon (not in the tendon proper) in varicosce nerve fibres within vessel walls and also in small peripheral nerve terminals suggesting localization in unmyelinated C-fibres. The distribution of opioid receptors was similar, with positive fibres and terminals located in vessel walls and the loose connective tissue of the paratendon. The significance of these findings has not yet been explored, but the study opens the possibility for peripherally acting anti-nociceptive regulation of tendon pain (26). It also reinforces the concept that the paratendon (and/or endotendon with which it is continuous in larger tendons such as the human Achilles) may be the likely source of pain in many tendinopathies (27).

6. ABNORMAL INNERVATION IN TENDINOPATHY

Several studies have reported aberrations in the distribution and type of nerves present in tendinopathic tissue. Sanchis-Alfonso and co-workers demonstrated the presence of pathological neural changes at the patellar tendon-bone junction in young athletes with patellar tendinopathy (28). Using S-100, a general mesenchymal and nerve cell marker, they showed an increase in the vascular innervation, as well as a histologic pattern of “sprouting” free nerve endings in about half the cases examined. Four out of seventeen symptomatic cases demonstrated neuromatous changes. A similar pattern of nerve sprouting has also been reported in Achilles tendinopathy (19) (Figure 2). The abnormal nerve endings in the Achilles tendon were positive for the neuropeptide SP. Given the role of SP in nociception, the results indicate that neural sprouting may be related to the development of pain in tendinopathy.

An increased number of microvessels is a feature of tendinopathy -- microvessel area may be increased up to a 300% (12). Many of these vessels, especially the larger and more mature ones including arterioles, appear to have an accompanying nerve supply (11). The distribution of autonomic innervation is also reported to be affected in tendinopathy. Lian and co-workers reported a reduced presence of sympathetic (tyrosine hydroxylase) positive sympathetic nerve fibres in patients with patellar tendinopathy (29). The authors suggest that a reduced sympathetic regulation of tendinopathy microvessels may contribute to an increased blood flow observed on colour Doppler ultrasound.

However, not all groups have consistently reported the above alterations in tendinopathy innervation. Danielson et al. reported that there was no difference in the distribution of either sensory or sympathetic innervation between normal and tendinopathic tissue from the patellar tendon, although nerves and microvessels were both more prominent in tendinopathy (11). They further noted that quantitative comparisons between normal and tendinopathic tissue were difficult because of the differences in extent of innervation at different tissue depths (the deeper in the tendon, the sparser the innervation), and differences in the length of time since onset of injury or symptoms. Nonetheless, semi-quantitative grading demonstrated a greater presence of adrenoreceptors within blood vessel walls in patellar tendinopathy. This increase was related both to an increased intensity of immunoreactions, as well as an increase in the number of vessels present. These data suggest an increased sympathetic regulation of tendinopathy vessels (11).

7. RELATIONSHIP OF NEURAL INGROWTH AND PAIN

The presence of nerve remodeling has not been studied in detail in human tendons. In rats, the Achilles
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tendon is reported to be essentially devoid of nerves within the tendon proper, but following injury, the paratendinous nerves sprout and penetrate the repairing scar tissue within the tendon midsubstance (30). This neural ingrowth is strongly correlated with pain. Although this correlation of neural ingrowth and pain in the rat model does not prove a causal relationship, it is likely that the sprouting nerve endings in the healing tendon contributes to the sensation of pain originating from the injured area (30).

Notable differences in tendon healing between rats and humans make it difficult to determine the clinical relevance of the above findings. In the rat model, as repair progresses, the nerves and vessels withdraw and the nociceptive reflex declines in concert with the restoration of normal tendon structure after several weeks. In contrast, the human patellar tendon remains hypervascular with disorganized collagen for years following harvest of its central one third for anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (31). More importantly, the hypervascular and disorganized appearance of healed human tendon is essentially the same as that which has been described as “tendinopathy”, although the tendons are successfully healed and pain free (32). Thus, there is less concordance between histology and pain in humans than in rats.

Overall, the rather sparse sensory innervation of the tendon proper is consistent with the fact that quite substantial tendon abnormalities may be identified on ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging while the patient remains asymptomatic (33). In other words, one could hypothesize that early microtrauma in tendon may not necessarily trigger pain sensation, due to the sparse nerve supply within the tendon proper. The events that underlie the transition from symptom-free lesions to painful ones are completely unknown. Much information could be gained from a comparison of neuropeptide distribution in healed tendon vs tendinopathic tendon, as the presence of pro- or anti-nociceptive neuropeptides may hold the key as to why one type of “failed healing response” is painful (tendinopathic) and the other is not.

8. ESSENTIAL ROLE OF NEUROPEPTIDES IN TENDON HEALING

Despite the relatively rare occurrence of nerve fibres and fascicles within the deeper portions of the tendon itself, animal studies suggest that an intact tendon innervation is essential for successful healing. Denervation (sciatic neurectomy) leads to inferior healing of the rat Achilles tendon, as evidenced by irregular collagen alignment, higher cell to matrix ratio, and reduced ultimate tensile strength and stiffness (34). Exogenously administered SP stimulates early reparative events following Achilles tendon transection, including fibroblast proliferation, angiogenesis and collagen organization in a rat model (35).

The mechanism by which neuropeptides may contribute to tendon healing has also been studied in the rat. Following Achilles tendon injury, a nerve growth marker (growth associated protein 43) was expressed specifically in association with tissue repair (36). The majority of ingrowing nerve endings 2-6 weeks after injury contained the sensory peptide CGRP. In contrast, sympathetic (vasoconstrictory) nerves were not identified until later (week 8), and only in areas peripheral to the repair site (36). Thus, the neuropeptide CGRP (and its likely partner SP) may increase the healing response of the tissue by increasing blood flow via both vasodilation and angiogenesis. Later, sympathetic fibres may down-regulate the blood flow to the area as healing progresses and metabolic requirements decline.

9. STIMULATION OF NEUROPEPTIDE DELIVERY BY MECHANICAL LOAD AND EXERCISE

If neuropeptides play a role in promoting tendon healing, then treatments which can induce their expression in the tissue may be beneficial. Mechanical loading of healing rat tendon (delivered via intermittent pneumatic compression) increased tendon blood flow concomitant with an increase in the expression of SP and CGRP (37). In the mechanically loaded group, accelerated early repair events were observed, including angiogenesis, fibroblast proliferation and collagen alignment. Wheel running following Achilles tendon transection resulted in a similar improvement in repair and an accelerated neuronal remodeling observed at 4 weeks following injury (38). One disadvantage to the approach of increasing SP expression in tendon via mechanical load or exercise is that it may exacerbate pain or edema. Neurokinin-1 receptors (the preferred SP receptor) are present on nerve fibres in human tendon, and SP has a well known nociceptive role (22). Indeed, SP levels are strongly correlated to rotator cuff tendon pain (28). Accordingly, tendon pain may be exacerbated by heavy mechanical loading regimes, particularly if the loading is combined with too high a volume of training (40).

10. CONVERGENT SIGNALING BY NEUROPEPTIDES AND NITRIC OXIDE

The vasodilatory effect of SP is mediated by induction of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) in endothelial cells, downstream of the Neurokinin-1 receptors. Thus, an alternate approach to achieving the beneficial effects of SP and other neuropeptides without exacerbating pain may be the use of a nitric oxide (NO) donor patch directly over the painful site (41). NO produced by the induced nitric oxide synthases (NOS) diffuses and exerts a localized vasodilation through intracellular signaling pathways in smooth muscle cells. Interestingly, all three isoforms of NOS are upregulated by tendon overuse, including inducible NOS (iNOS), endothelial NOS (eNOS) and neuronal NOS (nNOS) (42). In several randomized controlled trials, treatment with NO via patches reduce tendon pain and improved function (17,43). This improvement in pain and repair may be at least partly due to a local vasodilatory effect, however this possibility has not yet been examined in detail. NO has the added benefit of directly stimulating collagen production by tenocyte cell cultures (44).
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**Figure 3.** Neuropeptides as mediators of vascular function and pain in tendon. Nerve fibres in normal and pathological tendons include sympathetic (NA; noradrenaline / adrenaline, NPY; neuropeptide Y), parasympathetic (acetylcholine; Ach), and sensory (substance P; SP, CGRP; calcitonin gene related peptide) nerve fibres, as well as free nerve endings expressing delta opioid receptors (OR). Tenocytes have been identified as both source and target of neuropeptide signals. Vascular regulation may occur via both direct and mast cell-mediated mechanisms.

### Table 1. Distribution of neuropeptides (or enzyme markers) in human tendinopathy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuropeptide</th>
<th>Distribution in tendinopathy</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substance P</td>
<td>Sensory nerves</td>
<td>18, 19, 22, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcitonin Gene Related Peptide</td>
<td>Sensory nerves</td>
<td>11, 18, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropeptide Y</td>
<td>Sympathetic nerves</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrenaline / Noradrenaline (TH1)</td>
<td>Sympathetic nerves; tenocytes</td>
<td>11, 29, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylcholine (AchE; ChAT)</td>
<td>Cholinergic nerves; tenocytes</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate (VGlut2)</td>
<td>Tenocytes</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Markers of acetylcholine production have also been identified in immunohistochemical studies of human patellar tendinopathy, again most prominently in enlarged or abnormally appearing tenocytes (20). Choline acetyltransferase and vesicular acetylcholine transporter were identified in tenocytes, along with the acetylcholine (M2) receptor itself (20). The functional importance of this finding has not yet been examined. However, acetylcholine modulates cellular proliferation and extracellular matrix metabolism in closely related (fibroblastic) cells (48).

Finally, the potential role of the neurotransmitter glutamate has been investigated in tendinopathy. Alfredson and colleagues detected elevated levels of free glutamate from within painful Achilles tendons (49,50). The glutamate within tendons is likely to derive from the tenocytes themselves, as extensive expression of a vesicular glutamate transporter (VGlut2) has been observed at the protein and mRNA levels (51). VGlut2 expression is more widespread and prominent in Achilles and patellar tendinopathy tissue compared to normals (51). Furthermore, glutamate receptors (N-methyl d-aspartate receptor, NMDAR-1) have been identified both on tendon nerves as well as on tenocytes themselves (52,53). Glutamate, acting via NMDAR-1, is a well known trigger for pain and vasodilatation, which has led to the hypothesis that glutamate may be the neuropeptide responsible for pain. However, microdialysis conducted on successfully treated (i.e. pain-free) tendons demonstrated persistently high glutamate levels, suggesting that other neuropeptides may play a more definitive role in symptom production (54).

### 12. POTENTIAL SIGNALING PATHWAYS AMONG NERVES AND TENOCYTES

The evidence outlined above provides the anatomic basis for a complex and as yet largely unexplored...
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Interplay between nerves and tenocytes, with neuropeptides (both neuromodulators and neurotransmitters) as the mediators (see Tables 1 and 2). As an example of nerve-tenocyte signaling, SP is produced and released by sensory nerves, then diffuses and modulates the expression of gene products in tenocytes, including growth factors, proteinases and proteinase inhibitors (55,56). This may represent a mechanism whereby ingrowing nerves reinforce the tendon’s attempts at repair. As another example, acetylcholine and adrenaline/noradrenaline released by nerves may influence tenocyte behaviour via as-yet largely uncharacterized pathways. Conversely, these same mediators released by tenocytes may modulate pain and vascular function (Figure 3).

13. ROLE OF MAST CELLS IN TENDINOPATHY

Another possibility which has been considered is that mast cells may represent an important target of neuropeptides in tendon, as well as a potential source of neurotrophic substances (56). When specific immunolabeling is performed, mast cells are found to be more prominent in tendinopathy tissue, mostly in association with microvessels (57). These mast cells express tryptase, a potent angiogenic factor (57). Mast cells are also a prominent source of nerve growth factor, which may play a role in the neural sprouting described above for acute and chronic tendon injuries (58). SP, vasoactive intestinal peptide and CGRP can all activate mast cells through specific receptors, causing the mast cells to degranulate and release histamine, which results in an axonal stimulation that stimulates adjoining sensory peptide-containing nerve endings. This axonal stimulation leads to further neuropeptide release in an escalating process known as neurogenic inflammation (58). Given the increased levels of SP in combination with prominent mast cells observed in tendinopathies, a neurogenic inflammation is a distinct possibility.

14. POTENTIAL ROLE OF NEUROPEPTIDES IN THE RESPONSE TO PARATENDINOUS SCLEROSING INJECTIONS

Sclerosing polidocanol injections are targeted under ultrasound guidance to the point where the blood supply (and sensory/autonomic nerves) enters the tendon – anterior to the Achilles tendon, and posterior to the patellar tendon (59,60). This approach can result in a rather dramatic return to pain-free, high intensity loading (61). The speed with which the tendon pain is reduced in some cases suggests that the injections may be interfering with the local nerve supply, essentially creating a partial denervation of the tendon midportion. The treatment also results in an acute increase in tendon blood flow, possibly from alternate collateral circulation (i.e. musculotendinous and osseotendinous) (16). Thus, the effect of this treatment on neuropeptide distribution and neurovascular regulation warrants investigation. A combination of prospective and mechanistic studies will shed further light on the response of tendon pain to this treatment.

15. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In summary, neuropeptides modulate important aspects of tendinopathy including pain, vascular flow, and tissue remodeling. Substance P has emerged as a potential source of tendon pain, tissue abnormality, and neurogenic inflammation. Sprouting of Substance P-positive fibres accompanies the vascular hyperplasia which characterizes tendinopathies. Neuropeptides represent an important and often overlooked aspect of tendon pathology, as well as a potential opening for therapeutic interventions.
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